recruitment solution

SERVICES AVAILABLE

RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS
THAT WORK FOR EVERY INDIVIDUAL.

 RESUME W RITING
A thoughtful, well-written resume can do
the initial talking for you and would

Every single one of our jobs are advertised carefully so the right people can see and

differentiate you as a candidate from rest

approach. We make sure that both ends (Employer and Employee) get a good experience

of the crowd!

at end of the day.

 PRO FILE BUILDING
Manage your extra work at minimum cost
rather than paying overtime….
 O FFICE TRAIN ING

When we are working with you, we understand who you are, your personality and what
would suit you. That is why, when we build your resume, we make sure it reflects you. We
also pick the jobs for you where you fit in.

Leave it to the people who do it everyday
so you can focus on what you are best
at…...
 SPECIALISED TRAINING
Contract staffing is best solution in many
occasion. Why hire a permanent staff for
temporary task…..
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INTERNSHIP

First thing every employer will ask is “Do you have Experience?”. A practical work background carries a
major significance when attempting to enter the job market. Even your buddy who graduated with you in
college has become your competition. Take a moment and think about it. If you’re looking to gain
experience, working as an intern is arguably the most advantageous plan of action.
REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
If you’re lucky enough to snag a beneficial internship, it can be remarkably valuable towards your career.
Joining a company as an intern gives you the opportunity to work hands on in a professional environment.
An intern isn’t thrown into the wolves but rather given proper training, assignments, and duties without the
added pressure.
NETWORKING
Internships often give you the opportunity to attend meetings and events. By interacting with professionals
you gain new connections and learn how to communicate in a professional environment. Even if you think
you don’t need it, it’s always good to have a backup plan. Life is unpredictable and a time may arise when a
network may come in handy.
POSSIBLE FUTURE EMPLOYER
Internships provide you with the building blocks you need for your future. Many internship opportunities help
set the foundation for your career. Keep in mind, employers often use internships as a recruitment tool to
test out future employees and in many cases, companies hire interns after graduation.

RESUME
WRITING

We understand the need of resume and hence treat you and your career with respect and care. We will
spend a lot of time talking with you to assess what your talents and abilities are so they can best present
them to the companies you want to work for.
FRESH GRADUATE
You may not be able to highlight it in the right way, as the recruiter needs it or the way it has to be
described, hence you need someone who can understand you better and can summarize your skills and
abilities in the best possible lay out. Employers want some demonstrated expertise in potential new
employees. As an entry-level applicant, you are at a disadvantage because of your limited experience. Our
writers can help you capitalize on the experience you do have.

SEASONED EMPLOYEES
Writing a professional resume for mid-level / senior level employee is more essential A professional resume
that details skills, credentials, and abilities relevant to the next rung in your career ladder is necessary to
attract prospective employers. It is a process that allows a candidate to highlight the achievements and
experience that will attract the attention of any employer and ensure the realization of obtaining his\her
dream career. With a copy of your current resume and questionnaire, our writers can help construct you a
resume that's perfect for you.
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PROFILE
BUILDING

Social networking has become an integral part of all of our lives. However, there is a tendency for career
professionals to underestimate the utility of having a networking presence. Do not let mistakes or a weak
resume ruin your chances to get your career on track and land your dream job. Ask our expert editing team
to review your resume and provide you with a professional tool that gets real results.
COVER LETTER WRITING
A cover letter is often the first thing a mail recipient sees, which means it holds the power of the first
impression. The cover letter explains the purpose of the entire mailing to the recipient, and it conveys a
powerful and succinct message about the person who sent the mailing.
INTERVIEW TIPS
No matter how good you are or how many interviews you have done, interviews are always daunting and
can often be a difficult process. Our aim is to provide professional support so you are well informed, fully
prepared, confident and armed with all the inside recruitment tips to maximise your chances of securing
your next dream role. Depending on what you need, we will tailor an interview coaching session to suit you
and your specific requirements.
LINKEDIN PROFILE
The network has become the leading tool for recruitment firms, as your LinkedIn® profile, if set up correctly,
contains the same information as your resume. Each profile has an associated skill set, which allows
headhunters to accurately target the correct candidates. For those applying for jobs, internal HR officers are
increasingly using LinkedIn® as a screening tool to determine which candidates qualify for initial interviews
or even for callbacks for second interviews. LinkedIn® has become an unequalled virtual marketplace for
local and global talent.
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JOB
TRAINING

A boost of manpower at your company has many benefits. Casual workers can come in and complete the
task, with no obligation to keep them for slower periods. The ad hoc needs of the business can be
effectively taken care of by tapping into a resource of casual workers.

PROFILE BUILDING

+
MS-OFFICE TRAINING
In the short term, the cost of hiring a temporary staff member is often cheaper that the cost of committing to
a permanent employee. However, temporary assignments that are expected to run for more than a couple
of months may actually end up costing you more than making a permanent hire. Make sure you do your
sums before you make any decisions.
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SPECIALISED
TRAINING

First thing every employer will ask is “Do you have Experience?”. A practical work background carries a
major significance when attempting to enter the job market. Even your buddy who graduated with you in
college has become your competition. Take a moment and think about it. If you’re looking to gain
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